ABSTRACT In this paper, a stability control strategy with two levels is presented for vehicle systems with crosswind disturbances. In the high level, the controller is designed to get the resultant forces (moments), which achieve the motion control targets. At first, the method of diffeomorphic mapping is used to achieve coordinate transformation, and a state feedback is introduced to realize the conversion from the original nonlinear system to the linear system. Then, a disturbance rejection controller is designed to maintain the stability of the vehicle when the external disturbances exist and achieve the tracking of the control objectives keeping a L 2 performance. In the low level, considering the constraints of actuator physical constraints and road adhesion conditions, an effective control allocation algorithm is proposed to make sure that the actual forces (moments) distributed to the wheels are closer to the expected ones calculated by the high level. The control strategy has been implemented in MATLAB/Simulink environment. A more realistic vehicle system simulation model is established in AMEsim. The results show that the vehicle stability control strategy proposed in this paper can maintain the stability of the vehicle when crosswind disturbance exists.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, as the necessary means of transport for people going out, car driving has brought a series of security problems. As a result, most modern passenger vehicles are now equipped with active safety systems, including antilock braking system (ABS), traction control system (TCS), direct yaw moment control (DYC) and electronic stability control (ESC). ABS and TCS are systems designed to adjust the contact-forces between the tires and the road surface during braking and acceleration, thereby to control the slip rate to prevent the wheel from locking [1] - [6] . Meanwhile the emergence of DYC and ESC effectively enhance the stability of the vehicle yaw movement, avoiding the occurrence of oversteer and understeer [7] - [11] . The automatic stability control (ASC) system ensures safely acceleration out of corners with maximum traction at each turn. The combination
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of ASC and DYC offer a more valid way to keep the stability of a vehicle [14] , [15] . To achieve the above-mentioned control goals, control algorithms, including sliding mode control [3] , [8] , linear quadratic regulator [13] , model predictive control [12] , [13] , were investigated. Besides the above-mentioned algorithms, the integrated algorithms for controlling vehicle yaw and roll motion are also mentioned in [7] , [8] . Sliding mode observer method [4] , back-stepping method [9] are also used. However, most of these control algorithms are based on the characteristics of the model proposed. And the actual features during the car driving are not considered enough. Especially, the disturbances from crosswind and so on during car driving were seldom considered in existing literatures, which will deteriorate the control effect of ESC.
Vehicle system has strong non-linear, so it is difficult to control it directly. Many literatures have studied the linearization of vehicle models. In [16] , the longitudinal speed is the default running speed and remains unchanged.
The linear two-degree-of-freedom model is used to replace the three-degree-of-freedom model, which makes the model processing simpler, but sacrifices the longitudinal performance of the vehicle. By using the precise feedback linearization technique, a linearized vehicle longitudinal dynamics model considering the inertia delay of the dynamic system is investigated in [17] , but the stability of the vehicle yaw motion is not considered. A combination of feedback linearization and disturbance observer-based control (DOBC) is adopted in [18] for the design of a state-feedback controller that regulates the velocity and altitude of air-breathing hypersonic vehicles (AHVs) subject to constrained inputs. [19] deals with the anti-windup control problem for a class of feedback linearizable systems subject to external disturbances and constrained actuators. [20] presents a finite-time output tracking controller for air-breathing hypersonic vehicles (AHVs) subjected to disturbances and actuator constraints.
In the design of control algorithm for over-actuated system, hierarchical control strategy is usually adopted. In [21] , the hierarchical control strategy is proposed to solve the redundancy problem in the over-actuated system. This hierarchical control is used to achieve the stability of the vehicle yaw movement [22] , [23] , where the upper controller calculates the desired yaw moment required to maintain the yaw stability of the vehicle, and pass the results to control allocation module. However, the actuator dynamics are ignored, the physical constraint of the actuator has a certain influence on the control effect. For a vehicle model, the physical constraints of wheel actuators will affect the reach of the tire force of each wheel. When input and output of the actuator are assumed to be a static relationship, the problem is often referred to as a static control allocation. Solving static control allocation problems usually adopt pseudo-inverse method [12] , quadratic programming method [24] , etc. Since the static allocation optimizes the calculation of the results at each sampling time, when the objective function and the set constraint conditions are relatively complex, the calculation load increases abruptly, which greatly weakens the real-time control. The control allocation in ESC is usually performed by passing the longitude forces to wheels in almost of existing references. [25] proposes an allocation algorithm of driving and braking moments of vehicles on the road surface with low friction coefficient. [26] considers three equality constraints that the generalized control quantity should be equal to the distributed force and torque; applies the feed-forward method to realize the tire force distribution of the wire-steering vehicle; and minimizes the energy loss caused by the working load and slip of the tire. [27] makes full use of road adhesion to distribute braking force of the whole wheel based on load transfer, which improves the braking and steering capability of the vehicle. However, the potential saturation problem of braking safety and lateral force is not explained in detail. Taking the steering damping of the tire and the longitudinal speed of the vehicle as uncertainties, [28] combines the active steering AFS and differential braking to design the stability motion controller of the vehicle. By using an optimal cost control of input constraint, the influence of model uncertainty is lightened and the possibility of actuator saturation is reduced, but the constraint of road adhesion on the input of control system is not considered. Moreover, the influence of lateral force on the wheel by steering is ignored. In fact, during steering, the changes of longitude forces will result in the changes of lateral forces on wheels. Although, these changes are passive. During the design of control allocation, such influences should be considered. Otherwise, the actual control will be lost partly.
In this work, we also adopt a hierarchical control strategy and a four-wheel drive vehicle model. A vehicle-stabilizing algorithm is presented here, combining with low level control allocation of each wheel longitudinal force under constraints, to ensures that the longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity and yaw rate of vehicles are stable under the disturbance of crosswind in high level There two main contributions in this paper. Firstly, in the high level controller, the nonlinear vehicle model with disturbances from crosswind is considered. The influence of environment on vehicle stability during driving is a novel point. Next, a diffeomorphism transformation and a state feedback are executed, and the original nonlinear system is transformed into a linear system, which is suitable to be handled. Then a Lyapunov method based controller is proposed, which is robust and keeping a L 2 performance to existing disturbances. Secondly, how to get effective control allocations with the consideration of actuator dynamic is proposed. The influence of lateral force on the wheel by steeling is considered, and the wheel longitudinal forces are reasonably constrained. According to tire characteristics, its longitudinal force is affected by actuator physical constraint and pavement adhesion. When the longitudinal force distributed by the tire exceeds the actuator physical constraint, the force is invalid, and cars will run abnormally. In other words, when the force exceeds road adhesion limit, the tire will slip.
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In Section II, the control structure of hierarchical control strategy is presented. And in Section III, the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle with three degrees of freedom model are described. Then, the method based on diffeomorphic mapping and state feedback is introduced to realize the conversion from the nonlinear system to the linear system. Next, the vehicle stable controller under a crosswind disturbance is designed. In Section IV, taking the actuator constraint and friction limitation into consideration, an effective control allocation algorithm is proposed to make sure that the actual forces (moments) distributed to the wheels are closer to the expected ones. The feasibility of the scheme is analyzed through simulation results in Section V. Brief summary and conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
In this section, we present the control strategy and its modular structure as a solution of the vehicle stabilization problem. The control block diagram is shown in Fig.1 . The whole desired inputs include steering angles of the front wheels (δ 1 = δ 2 = δ f ), and initial velocity (v 0 ). No steering on the rear wheels is assumed (δ 3 = δ 4 = 0). x denotes the system state of the vehicle.
The control structure consists of the following modules. The first is the high level vehicle stability control module. Based on the vehicle motion model with disturbances and the inputs, a state reference x ref is defined by reference model. The virtual control effector u d is calculated by a Lyapunov method based control algorithm to fulfill disturbance rejection. Before this, we adopt differential homeomorphism method to achieve coordinate transformation, and introduce state feedback to achieve model linearization. The second is the low level control allocation module. The main objective of the control allocation is to distribute the desired force (moment) to each wheel and to ensure that the distribution results are valid. We select the minimum error of tracking u d (= u(τ d )) and actuator input u (= u(τ )) as a constraint condition, and τ 2 as the objective function. The feasible region of τ is describe by principle of a friction circle and physical constraints of actuators. Thus, the control allocation problem can be described as a static minimization problem:
Finally, the quadratic programming method is used to solve the problem of control allocation.
III. HIGH LEVEL MODEL HANDLING AND CONTROLLER DESIGN
The system model involves modeling of the vehicle over the three stages, including the reference model, high level vehicle motion dynamics and low level tire dynamics model, of which tire dynamics is interpreted in next section. The reference model and high level vehicle motion dynamics are elaborated, the model handling and controller design are investigated in this section.
A. SYSTEM MODEL
In vehicle control system, a reference model produces the states as the reference inputs of the closed-loop system. The reference model is designed based on the linear two-degree-of-freedom vehicle model, namely single track model [29] , which is formed withvy = 0,ωr = 0 as follows:
where m is the mass of vehicle, v x , v y and ω r are longitudinal speed, lateral speed and yaw rate. K f ψ and K f ψ are the roll angle stiffness of the front axle and rear axle respectively. a and b represent the distance from the center of mass of the car to the front axle and the rear axle, respectively. From (2) we can obtain the reference states. In order to describe the high level vehicle motion dynamics, a three degrees of freedom model, including the longitudinal motion, lateral motion, yaw motion is established. Using Newton's second law in Fig. 2 , the expression of forces and moment can be described as follows:
where F x is longitudinal resultant force, F y is lateral resultant force, M z yaw axis resultant torque. I z represents the moment of inertia about the Z-axis, which is perpendicular to the X − Y plane. Generally speaking, crosswind exists during car driving, which can be considered as an external disturbance for ESC system and result in a deterioration influence acting on vehicle along the directions of
And the negative effects on vehicle dynamics from crosswind can be described in (4), see [30] for details. F x is drag force from crosswind, F y is lateral force from crosswind, M x is yawing moment from crosswind. C D and C S are resistance coefficients of longitudinal force and lateral force caused by crosswind, respectively. C Z is the coefficient of yaw moment caused by wind resistance:
is the projected area of the windward face of the vehicle in the corresponding direction. ρ is the air density, and h is the height from the center of mass of the vehicle to the ground. v f is the speed of wind. The vehicle dynamic equation under crosswind can be written as:
The system (5) describes the dynamics of vehicle considering the crosswind disturbance effect.
and (5) can be rewritten as follows:ẋ
where:
The system (6) is non-linear. It is difficult to be controlled directly. In this section, the differential homeomorphic transformation based input-output feedback linearization method is used to deal with the non-linear system to achieve linear decoupling. In order to achieve state feedback linearization, it is necessary to design and select the output variables so that the relative degree of the system is equal to the number of state quantities.
It is easy to know that f (x) and g(x) are smooth vector fields, and result to the following distribution, namely:
In order to execute linearization, the system (6) and the distribution described by (8) need to satisfy the following two conditions: The distribution is involutive and the system (6) is input-output linearizable. Actually, According to (6) and the denoting (8), we know that = span{f , g 1 , g 2 , g 3 } is nonsingular for its domain. By using the definition of Lie product, namely for any f i (x) and f j (x), it has:
For the distribution , i = 1, 2, 3 and
As a result, the distribution = span{f , g 1 , g 2 , g 3 } is involutive. Furthermore, the relative degrees of (6) between y i and u are computed as follows:
where, L f (·) and L g (·) denotes 'Lie derivative'. The equations in (10) mean that the relative degrees r i from u to y i , i = 1, 2, 3, are r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = 1, respectively. The relative degree of system (6) is r = r 1 + r 2 + r 3 = 3, which is equal to the order of (6) . Consequently, the inputoutput linearization by state feedback can be achieved. And no zero-dynamics need to be dealt with.
To linearize system (6), a differential homeomorphic mapping φ(x) is selected as follows:
We get the standard regular form of (6), namely:
In (12) and (13), the coefficients a ij (ξ )(
are the elements of matrix D(ξ ). And noticing that in this case, x = φ −1 (ξ ) = ξ . As a result, after deducing, we have:
where, diag{·} denotes a diagonal matrix. The system (12) can be described as a matrix form:
Introducing a new input v, let:
The state feedback linearized control law is generated by solving:
namely:
Then the system (15) is converted into a linear system as follows:ẋ
where A is zero matrix with 3 dimensions, B 1 and C are identity matrix with 3 dimensions, namely:
There are still disturbances in system (19) . Therefore, a Lyapunov method based control algorithm is proposed for disturbance rejection. Consider the system (19) with unknown external disturbance, from (19) and (20) , it is easily known that (A, B 1 ) is controllable, (A, C) is observable. Given a positive number γ , when the Riccati algebraic inequality (23) has a positive and symmetric solution P,with w ≤ γ −2 D T Px and K = −B T 1 P, the feedback control law v = Kx can make the closed-loop system (21) stable with bounded disturbance:
And the input and output of closed-loop system (21) satisfy the robust L 2 performance based on state feedback. Hence, we have:
Actually, the above results are easy to be explained. First, define Lyapunov functions as follows:
The time derivation of V (x) along the trajectory of system (21) is:
Using K = −B T 1 P and w ≤ γ −2 D T Px into (25), it exist:
From (26), we can see that the closed-loop system (21) is stable with bounded disturbance. Next, define the following cost function:
Change the above formula as follows:
To make J ≤ 0, the following condition is required, namely:
Using (26) into (29), then:
We can get:
The result above presents the controller design of the linearized vehicle system. Actually, according to the bounded disturbance, the process above points out the upper limit of permissable disturbance, namely w ≤ γ −2 D T Px. In practice, the limit can be acquired by repeating experiments. Furthermore, in premise of keeping the vehicle system stable, the L 2 performance from w to y is provided. And it is well known that for a linear system, the L 2 finite gain is equal to the H infinity norm of the transfer function matrix, which is independent of the magnitude of the external disturbances. However, the stability of the system must be guaranteed at first. It is different here because γ has relation with solvability of stable controller. To get the controller solution, it is necessary to know the smaller value of γ which affect the controller effect. When γ is smaller, the control effect is better. However, when the given value is too small, the controller has no solution. In order to get suitable value of γ , a dichotomy method is adopted in our case.
At this point, the disturbance rejection controller design for vehicle system after linearization is completed, and the resulting control law is brought into the state feedback control law (17) , then the synthesized control law is written as follows:
IV. THE FORCE CONTROL ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
In the previous section, the controller design to maintain the stability of the vehicle is completed, and the forces (moments) required when the vehicle is running for the desired state are calculated. However, in the actual control of the vehicle, the four forces (moments) can not be controlled directly.
In other words, the four quantities obtained from the stabilization controller are actually a set of virtual intermediate quantities, which must be distributed to the wheel actuators to achieve the control of vehicle. In this section, the longitudinal force, lateral force and yaw moment of U d on centroid coordinate system are quantified as the lateral and longitudinal forces on the tire coordinate system. It is known from the tire dynamics that the tire longitudinal forces directly result in the motion of the vehicle. Therefore, in this paper, we only achieve the resultant force to the tire longitudinal force distribution, and the lateral force of the tire can be derived from the corresponding relationship of tire characteristics. Due to the driving conditions of the vehicle and the physical condition of the actuator, the tire force sometimes appears saturated, so the allocation problem can be described as a multivariable optimization problem with constraints. This section will solve the following questions.
1) Determine the feasible region of tire force. According to the road conditions, actuator constraints and other conditions to determine the range of tire longitudinal force.
2) The control allocation is solved by using the mathematical programming method with constraints.
3) The optimal longitudinal force is converted into the driving moment by the tire dynamic formula
A. CONTROL ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
The longitudinal force, lateral force, and yaw moment of the vehicle can be described as follows:
where F xi , F yi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), represent longitudinal/lateral force on each wheel. R xi and R yi are arms of the wheel longitudinal/lateral force with respect to the central yaw moment. Let δ 1 = δ 2 = δ f , δ 3 = δ 4 = 0. From analysis of tire characteristics, a tire lateral force, is generated by tire deformation, which prevents the vehicle from sliding and ensures the comfort of vehicle. Large lateral forces are advantageous for vehicle movement. But in fact, when the tire side angle is small, the lateral force value of each tire will increase with the increase of the side angle. When the side angle is greater than a certain value, the lateral force will reach saturation without any increasing and present a non-linear characteristic causing the vehicle to lose stability. The optimal control allocation of tire force carried out in this section is based on the stability of VOLUME 7, 2019 the vehicle, so we considered that the tire side angle is small enough. At this point, tire lateral force can be considered proportional to the sideslip angle derived according to [26] , namely:
where C α is tire lateral stiffness, α f and α r are side angle of the front/rear wheels. Substituting (34) into (33), we have:
T , formula (35) also be written as follows:
where τ = [F x1 , F x2 , F x3 , F x4 ] T denotes longitudinal force of each wheel, the control effective matrix B of actuators is described as follows, with denoting sinδ f and cosδ f as δ fs and δ fc , separately:
U d is denoted as the desired longitudinal force (moment) calculated by the high level controller (the part that removes the lateral force), U represents the sum of longitudinal force (moment) actually applied to the wheel actuator. In the actual control, the value of U d -U is expected to approach zero as much as possible. Therefore, the objective function of the optimal control allocation is chosen as the combination of the minimum tracking error of the expected control force and the minimum of the actual control input (each wheel longitudinal force). As the constraint of physical conditions, τ is described as τ min ≤ τ ≤ τ max .
B. THE FRICTION LIMIT
The value of the tire adhesion is directly affected by the vertical load of vehicle and the friction coefficient of road, which is also described as follows:
where F zi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is vertical load of each wheel, µ is the coefficient of friction. lateral force F yi is derived from (34). F zi , i = 1,. . . ,4, can be described in (40), where g is acceleration of gravity (9.8N/kg). a and b are distances from the front/rear axle to the center of mass. l is distance from sprung mass to roll center, and ψ is roll angle, a x and a y are longitudinal acceleration and lateral acceleration for each wheel, T = (d 1 + d 2 )/2, d 1 and d 2 are front/rear track width:
The limit of the longitudinal force can be written as:
From the tire dynamics formula:
where T ti and T bi are driving and braking torque, J i is rotational inertia of wheel, ω i is rotational angular velocity of each wheel. The above formula is rewritten as:
The torque generated by the motor directly affects the longitudinal force of the tire. The maximum driving torque and braking torque given by motor are assigned to T i in (43), and then we can get the constraint of F xi :
where T bimax is the maximum braking torque, T timax is the maximum driving torque. Based on the above analysis, the constraints of the longitudinal force are provided. According to (41) and (44), we obtain: 
D. QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING PROBLEM FORMULATION
Based on the above optimization objectives and optimization conditions, we can see that the control allocation problem can be described as:
where s is slack variable,
is the positive weight matrix to ensure the formation of convex quadratic programming problems. w i is defined to describe the weight relationship between the elements in the control input, π i represents the weight relationship between the elements in the tracking error s to determine the order of tracking the expected values. Denoting:
and then the problem (47) can be written as the standard quadratic programming problem:
Lagrange method, which applies KKT condition and effective set method, are generally adopted to solve this kind of quadratic programming problems with inequality constraints. The Lagrange function containing both objective function and constraint conditions is as follows:
Then the KKT condition of the minimum value obtained in this optimization problem is:
It can be described in matrix form as:
If the matrix is invertible, the optimal solution of the problem can be obtained. In order to ensure the existence of the solution, effective set method is usually adopted to solve the quadratic programming problem of medium size such as (47).
The effective set method determines the optimal search direction through iteration, so as to determine the optimal solution, the steps are as follows [31] . 1. Initialization: A feasible starting point Z 0 of (48) is selected (it can be set as the sampling data at the previous moment in simulation), so that the subspace W 0 contains the constraint of equality and inequality at ponit Z 0 . Set k represents the number of iterations and k = 0 represents the original state of iteration.
2. Given Z k and the corresponding subspace W k , to determine the optimal search direction p k , by solving:
where
+ P k , and calculate Lagrangian multiplier subvector λ k , β k according to (47), respectively. If λ k ≥ 0, Z k+1 is the optimal solution and terminates the iteration; Instead, remove the constraint associated with the smallest negative Lagrange multiplier λ k of W k , and define it as W k+1 , increasing the value of k, repeating steps 2, 3, and 4.
In the simulation of this paper, relevant command statements can be directly used to solve the problem in Matlab. And the effective set method is exactly used to solve the medium-sized quadratic programming problem such as (47).
The optimal solution of the quadratic programming problem is the longitudinal force of each wheel when the vehicle is stabilized, and then the force is converted to a torque to act on the actuator of the wheel.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
For verifying the proposed controller, besides utilizing MATLAB/Simulink tool, a more realistic vehicle model is established in AMESim environment as shown in Fig.4 . AMESim is an advanced modeling and simulation platform, which provides models which are designed by experts and through a rigorous and repeated experimental verification. The AMESim model include body model, tyre model, steering model, the road surface model, aerodynamics model and so on, see Fig.4 for details. In order to verify the accuracy of the designed controller, a PID controller is designed for comparison. The main parameters of vehicle are provided in Table 1 . In the simulation study, the velocity of vehicle is 30m/s, the steering wheel angle signal is given in Fig.3 . Cases under the condition of high adhesion road and low adhesion road are both taken into consideration. The performance of the system without the controller is set as a comparison to verify the effect of the controller. The disturbance is considered as a crosswind whose speed is settled at 9m/s, which is a typical speed of fresh breeze. The parameters of crosswind are given in Table 2 . A. HIGH ADHESION ROAD µ = 0.8
In this section, the friction coefficient of 0.8 is selected to test the control effect of the controller under a good pavement condition. The two-degree-of-freedom model of the vehicle under the same driving condition provides the reference value of the motion state. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5(a) , the longitudinal speed is greatly deviated due to the absence of controller. After stepping into the stabilizing controller, the system effectively maintained the desired speed, compared with a traditional PID controller, the controller proposed in this paper is closer to the reference output. As shown in Fig.5(b) and Fig5(c) , the simulation results of lateral speed and lateral displacement are given, before utilizing the stabilizing controller, vehicle is affected by crosswind. As a result, the lateral velocity is deviated greatly from the expected value. And comparing with the reference value, the lateral displacement of the vehicle has a large deviation. The stabilizing controller effectively adjusts the lateral velocity and the lateral displacement. In Fig 5(d) , the yaw rate is basically consistent with the target value after controlling, the controller proposed in the paper has higher precision than PID controller. The results above indicate that the designed controller can maintain a stable state in the presence of crosswind disturbance within an allowable range. When the turn ends, all states become stable. Based on the above analysis, if the vehicle is running at a constant speed, when crosswind disturbances exist, it is still able to maintain stable when the vehicle is turned.
The control allocation responses of each wheel are shown in Fig.6 . The tire longitudinal force given by the control allocation algorithm is within the feasible region and does not exceed the upper and lower limits.
In this section, the friction coefficient of 0.45 is selected to verify whether the controller can still maintain vehicle stability with poor road surface conditions. The simulation results are shown in Fig.7 . As shown in Fig. 7(a) , when the vehicle is running on low adhesion road, the longitudinal speed of the vehicle deviates greatly due to the loss of the friction force and the longitudinal speed is deteriorated without a controller. After applying the control strategy proposed in this paper, the longitudinal speed of the vehicle basically reaches the expected value and the controller improves the maneuverability of driving and braking. Because of the lack of friction, PID controller produced bigger steady-state errors. The lateral speed and the yaw rate are shown in Fig.7 (b) and (d), it can be seen from the comparison that in the poor pavement environment, lateral speed and yaw rate cannot be controlled near the expected value when turning without controller. The strategy proposed in this paper not only maintains the lateral stability of the vehicle, but also improves its steering capability, also tracking the desired trajectory to the maximum extent as shown in Fig 7(c) .
The control allocation results are shown in Fig.8 . Compared with Fig.6 , since the road adhesion coefficient changes, the feasible area of the tire force is significantly reduced, which reflects the effectiveness of the description of the feasible region. The tire force allocation algorithm proposed in this paper enables the tire force of each wheel to be re-planned to an effective range and ensures the driving performance of the vehicle.
VI. CONCLUSION
We investigated the problem of disturbance rejection in autonomous driving. A simple linearized model is obtained by introducing state feedback into the differential homeomorphic coordinate transformation. Aiming at the situation of crosswind in the driving process, a robust controller is designed to maintain closed-loop stability when existing crosswind disturbance, and each state can track the expected one well. Then, the optimal distribution of the resultant force (moment) output by the robust controller is carried out, and the range of tire force is determined according to road friction coefficient and the physical constraint of the actuator. As a result, the control distribution problem is transformed into a quadratic programming problem to be solved. It can be seen from the simulation results obtained by the physical simulation software AMEsim that the robust controller can keep the vehicle running stably according to the desired target. The tire force does not exceed the defined execution space when the road surface condition is good or poor. When the road surface adhesion coefficient changes, the executable space of the tire force is reduced, which embodies the validity of the description of the execution space. The vehicle does not lock and slip during driving.
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